CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter comprises conclusions and suggestions based on the findings
and the discussions.

5.1 Conclusions

As a whole, it can be concluded that having the knowledge of stylistics is
essential if someone wants to know deeper about the meaning of a literary work.
Since stylistics analysis has a broader sense than the literary analysis, it would be
able to help a reader understand the implied meaning conveyed in the literary
work.

In spite of fact that Animal Farm is a political satire on communism
(especially the Russian variety), yet the most striking impression I get after
reading it is: Animal Farm is a profound and moving comment on the
circumstances of man's life which is forced to combine with others "to get things
done". Pragmatically Animal Farm is a literary story about humans' life in a
country which is connotated as animals. Animal Farm contains not only literary
styles but also non-literary styles as politic and social, but compromising with
truth and honesty in every combination that he makes, to allude about bad
political condition which matches closely with the main idea of the story that
"Power tends to corrupt and that absolute power corrupts absolutely." It is the
philosophical theme of Animal Farm which means that the power of a king or a
leader which is done cruelly and unlimited without control will lose the country and torture his/ her people.

The novel was so named, because the whole story took place in a farm, the Manor Farm, owned by Mr. Jones. It is not without any reason why George Orwell named his book such. In writing this book, Orwell had in mind the Russian Revolution of 1917. Indeed, Orwell's *Animal Farm* is a modern example of a literary form known as political satire, that is a work which blends a critical attitude with humour and wit for the purpose of ridiculing the follies of man's political behaviour and institutions. Many events in the story are allusions to the recent history of Russia in which *Animal Farm* represents Soviet Union whereas the Manor Farm symbolizes Tsarist Russia.

Orwell uses animals as humans and *Animal Farm* as the country to show that people in the country are only passive as farm animals and become objects of the government as an owner of a farm which is a human. They do not have voices to give some opinions or roles in the government like animals which cannot talk as humans. They do not get any education or equal rights, they are let to be uneducated, illiterate, and senseless like animals. They only obey their governor's commands absolutely like humans rule their farm animals or pets. They are only as a second/ lower class people like animals which have the lower degree than humans.

So, Orwell uses animals as characters of humans because the people in the country represent the people's attitudes as animals which are mostly negative. Only one human as the first leader which shows human characters which are
noble, elegant, powerful as a leader but numskull. He does not care his country and people well, he only gets pleasure to himself without taking care of his people. Therefore, his people rebel and fall down him bravely and proudly as animals which are angry and mad. Finally, there is one of the people who changes the government; he is Napoleon who has bad characters as pigs.

Orwell describes the second leader as a pig because he has a greedy, lazy, and pig-headed but very ambitious to be a leader, so that he can enjoy what he wants freely and unlimitedly for his own interests. It is a political greed. He shows his ambitious personality to be a leader to show to other people that he is the most intelligent, reputable, self-confident, and powerful so that they respect him everywhere. He is mad of honour. He represents his bad characters as a pig in the government which always wants other people's possession to benefit himself. He also waits for other people serve him and give what he wants. He always does something for his own interest without considering other people's needs. He does not understand other people' feelings, except himself. He also does not want to hear his friend's opinion to build a country, but he does as he thinks it must be true. He even drives everyone out who protests and rebels against him. So, he is crueler than the first leader.

Orwell describes many animals (such as: dogs, horses, cats, hens, etc) as people in Animal Farm as a country to reveal the different animal characters in every person. However, they are only senseless and less educated people who must obey Napoleon absolutely and Napoleon freely does what he wants to his people. He dehumanizes his people by full of hard work without enough rest and
salary, and he also does not pay attention to their rights. So, they still suffer as the lower class people, because Napoleon and his friends who have characters as pigs are more intelligent and powerful than others. Therefore, Orwell concludes that humans tend to imitate bad attitudes than good ones from others, includes in the government.

Orwell narrates Animal Farm in figurative languages to show there are many connotated words, utterances, and sentences which are used to tell about the allusive political events in the country. The aim is to hint the bad political condition symbolically, so that his work is not protested or rejected but acceptable to every reader as an amusing political fable.

The novel is suitable to be analyzed from stylistics views, because stylistics covers broadly over literature, linguistics, and also sciences such as politics, social, and religion. The figurative novel which contains many implied meanings will be understood clearly by the readers after discussed from the meaning of connotated words, sentences, and utterances include metaphor, diction, allusio, symbol, personification, etc. From literature the readers will know the characters of Napoleon which is cruel explicitly through the theories of characters also the meanings of connotated words, sentences, and utterances through the theories of figurative languages. From linguistics the readers will know about the aspects of pragmatics and discourse analysis in the words, sentences, and utterances. From sciences the readers will know about the aspects of politics and religion which are discussed explicitly in the novel.
Viewed from literature as discourse, literature is a kind of discourse, a language activity within social structure like other forms of discourse. It is as amendable to linguistic study as are all other discourses such as conversations, sentences, and words in the novel. Linguistic analysis of literary discourse aims first of all to specify the formal patterns of texts, a novel with a degree of precision which is unachievable in conventional literary criticism; avoiding impressionism and permitting clearly articulated debate. From this perspective, literature is, like all languages, interaction between people and between institutions and people.

5.2 Suggestions

The writer gives the suggestions that stylistics can be related to the field of teaching. The approach that has been outlined is meant to improve a useful pedagogic purpose: to develop in learners an awareness of how literature functions as discourse and so to give them some access to the means of interpretation (Widdowson, 1975: 116). It should be noted that the claim is not that stylistic analysis can replace literary criticism but it can prepare the way for it to operate more effectively. The value of stylistic analysis is that it can provide the means whereby the learner can relate a piece of literary writing with his own experience of language and so extend that experience. The establishment of such a relationship can then serve as a base from which literary criticism, or rather a teaching approach deriving from it, can conduct its operations.
The meanings which literature conveys are of their nature elusive of precise description. It would seem reasonable to suggest that there is also a point in the learner's progress when allowance should be made for the exercise of intuition and for the appreciation of the artistic value of the message which the literary work conveys. And the literary critic as teacher can point out that it would be undesirable to suppress the imaginative response of learners in the interest of linguistics. It would also be undesirable to allow the learner license to indulge in interpretation without consideration of supporting linguistic evidence. The problem in the teaching of literature is to know when to what extent the learner can be allowed to proceed to the appreciation and evaluation of the broader aesthetic significance of literary works without confusion. So literary works should achieve into the readers' notion feelings to get intuitive judgement.

Stylistics occupies the middle ground between linguistics and literary criticism and its function is to mediate between the two. In this role, its concerns overlap with the two disciplines. It is for the reason that stylistic analysis shades imperceptibly into literary appreciation: if it did not it would not fulfil the pedagogic purpose.

If the teacher of literature can see little or no value in the particular approach to literary study, I hope him/her to re-assess the role of literature in the teaching of language. There are many people who question the relevance of literature to the practical concerns of language teaching. It seems to me that we urgently need an attitude to literature and a teaching approach based upon it. That literature is strange and mysterious and also recognises that it is a use of language
and so comparable with other uses of language; and that is only one of the strange and mysterious ways in human beings manage to communicate with each other.

Stylistics can be taught for usually university students who take (English) Literature/ Language Teaching as a subject. They can know deeply about the knowledge of literature, linguistics, and other sciences which are related to stylistics fields. They are useful in teaching literature, linguistics, the practice of interpretation/ translation from many books of literary works, and making poems, novels, plays, or drama which need the role of stylistics. Whereas for high school students, literature and linguistics are only given as a basic knowledge in a language teaching.
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